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Abstract 

A search has been made for the chargino, the supersymmetric partner of 

the w± (or the partner of the charged Higgs bosons), in e+e- annihilation at 

PETRA using the JADE detector. The chargino decay modes investigated 

are Hi, W?. q 1&27 and q 1Q2g (with subsequent gluino decay g -+ qQ.:Y). No 

evidence for such events has been observed. The 95 % C.L. lower limit for 

the chargino mass is typically 22.5 GeV, depending only slightly on the 

masses of other supersymmetric particles. If the chargino is stable, the 

lower mass limit is 21.1 GeV (95% C.L.). 
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In supersymmetric theories (t), the partners of the weak vector bosons are 

spin 1/2 fermions, called the wino W and zino Z. In several 

supersymmetric models (2) the masses of the lightest W and Z are expected 

to be smaller than those of the w± and Z0 , respectively, making a search 

for them especially promising. The production of neutral supersymmetric 

gauge fermions (photinos ::Y and zinos Z ) was investigated by the JADE 

cOHibo"ra.'t.ioh in :Prevtous '-analyses <3)(-4-)(~>. The charged winos W can, in 

general. be mixed with the charged higgsinos H± <6 >, the partners of the 

postulated charged Higgs bosons. The mass eigenstates of these mixtures 

are called charginos X±. In this paper we report on a search for such 

chargino states, in e+e- annihilation. 

In e+e- annihilation, the charginos ;(± can either be produced singly or in 

pairs. Pair production proceeds via a virtual photon as for sequential 

heavy leptons· (Fig.la). In this case the differential cross section for 

e+e--+X+ x-is given by 

da/dO ~ (<>'/4s)·/1( 1 + cos'19 + (1-/!')sin'-19) 

where {J is the velocity of the X± in the e+e- C.M. system and '19 is the polar 

angle measured from the e+ beam direction. A second possibility for pair 

production is the t-channel fie exchange (Fig.lb). For pure wino 

production this contributes significantly if the scalar neutrino Pe mass is 

not too large. For higgsino production it is negligible because of the 

smallness of the Higgs coupling to the light fermions. Since we will give 

limits for the general case of wino/higgsino mixing, we have not 

considered the contribution from this diagram. We have checked that the 

interference between the two processes (Fig.la and lb) gives a positive 

contribution<7
). The single production of X±. together with a scalar 

neutrino D, and an e:t, (Fig.lc nnd !d) is only important for small De 

masse:' (a). But even for M(Pe) ~ 0, its cross :o>ection is small if the chargino 

mass is lRrger than the becun en~!r·g_v. 

Note t.hal dtai·ginos C<:tn be p!'oduccd in e~E~ f\nnibilalion even if all the 

scalar paitnen§ of Lhe· fermions (scalar leptons Y. scalar neutrinos V and 

scalar quarl<s <i.l are very heavy, since the charginos can couple directly to 

Lhe photon. Tlds is in contrast to l he production of neulralinos (pholinos. 

zinos, neutral higgsinos, or mixtures of these,' which he.ve a reasonobly 

large cross section only for light scalar electrons (M(e) ;'5 100 GeV at 

PETHA) (J)({i unless t.hey come from a virtual zo decay (:;t 

The present nmdysis has been made with dRta taken by the JADE deL('clor 

at PETRA lt i:-- ba::wd on an int.egrat.ed luminosity of 1.5 ph- 1 al J.t GcV. 2..1 

pb' 1 a.! :~2 (;e\', ?3.:5 pb- 1 between <:7 GcV and 37 CeV. ancl2~.13 pb- 1 between 

:37 Ce\" aJ"Jd -10.70 (~eV. <'"tecumululed from sumrne1· 191'U lo autumn 1984. 
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Details of the JADE detector and the trigger conditions are described 

eleswhere <9 )(to)_ 

There are several possibilities for the decay of the chargino: X:: 4 q 1(i2")1, X± 
4 Wj, X± -) q 1Q2g, and X± ..... Vi. The branching ratios depend on the relative 

masses of the chargino, the photino "1. and the gluino g as well as the 

masses of scalar quarks and leptons. We have searched for the chargino 

signal in both the leplonic (electron, muon and tau) as well as in the 

hadronic final slates. 

The detection efficiencies were obtained by Monte Carlo. The production 

and decay processes were simulated according to the differential cross 

sections and the decay matrix elements. Detector effects were included in 

the Monte Carlo simulation. 

Since the analyses are different for the various ;(± decay modes, they will 

be discussed case by case in the following sections. 

(I) Heavy 0 and heavy g 

If M(;(±) < M(D) and M{X±) < M(g) (or M(q) » M(W±)), the only possible 

decay modes for the chargino are X± -+ Wj and X± ...,. q 1Q2")1, where l can be 

either an electron, muon, or tau lepton. Here :1 indicates, in general, the 

lightest neutralino, which escapes undetected. Both of these decays can 

be mediated either by the exchange of a w± boson (Fig.le and lf) or by 

that of scalar leptons or quarks (Fig.lg and lh). The branching ratios 

depend strongly on the masses of the scalar leptons and quarks relative to 

each other as well as to the w± mass. Since the masses of the scalar part

ners are not known. a meaningful investigation implies a search for both 

the leptonic and the hadronic final stales. The branching ralio into 

lepton;:; and lwdrons will bt· treated as a free pa1·ameter. Due to the 

presence of the r and u in the final slate, a large fl'flction of the 

momentum will be unobsei'ved. Hence the characteristic fer:~ lures of these 

events will be a large acoplanarity and a large missing mom•.mtum. The 

final slates we study are (e'e- + missing momentum), (;t+fl-- + missing 

momentum) and (T+T- +missing momentum), where both clwrginos decay 

leptonically, as wt::Il as (had!'ons + missing momentum), where both 

charginos decay nonleplonically. 
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(Ia) Leptonic modes 

(lal) Selection of events with an acoplanar electron pair 

The selection criteria for this case are the same. as those used in our 

search for scalar electron pair production (H) and for single zino 

production where the zino decays into e•e-:Y <4>. Essentially two leadglass 

clusters associated with a charged track were required with an 

acoplanarity angle greater than 40 degrees. Full details of the cuts are 

given in Ref.4. No events remained after these cuts were applied. 

(Ia2) Selection of events with an acoplanar muon pair 

As in the electron case, the selection criteria for the muon pairs are 

essentially those used in the search for p,+p- pair production (12.) and 

single zino production <4 >: The exact cuts can be found in Ref.4. Basically 

a search was made for events with two muons with an acoplanarity angle 

between 20 and 150 degrees and a missing momentum larger than 4 GeV. 

Again no events survived these cuts. 

(la3) Selection of events with an acoplanar tau pair 

If the chargino preferentially couples to heavy particles and if M(I) < M(q), 

M(W±), it is essential to study the tau decay mode. The search for this 

mode was made using a sample of 2750 tau pair candidates. For each 

event, two "taus" were reconstructed using the algorithm given in Ref.13. 

In addition to the T selection criteria described elsewhere <13>, the 

acoplanarity angle of the two "tau" momenta with respect to the beam 

axis was required to be larger than 40 degrees and the scalar sum of 

cha1·ged particle momenta for each "tau" had to be larger than 2 GeV. No 

events survived this cut. 

The matrix element for the decay X± _. W.Y mediated by w± (F1g.lf) was 

calc:ulat.ed in analogy to heavy qu~.rk decay and the matrix element for the 

decay mediated by the scalar lepton (F'ig.lh) was calculated modifying the 

zino matrix element calculated by Reiter et al. {14>. Interference between 

these decay diagrams was not taken into account. Simple three body 

decct)' has been used as a third alternative. The detection efficiency was 

calculated for all three <.:ases and the lowest value was used for the 

cha1·gino muss limil calculation. For the pair production of X± where bot.h 

x.l:·s dc~cay inlo ft!J::Y. the efficiency, assuming zero photino mass, rises from 

6 % at M(X±) ;;; 2 GeV lo 30 % al t.HX±) = 5 GeV and reaches an asymptotic 

value of 60% al M(Yt) = 14 GcV F'or Lhe decay into electrons the efficiency 

G 

is about a factor of three smaller due to the hard cut in the electron 

energy. The efficiency for the decay into taus is about 4 % at M(.X±) = 10 

GeV. This small efficiency is due to the small visible energy for the tau 

modes. The results for Ial and Ia2 were combined in order to obtain the 

M(.X±) mass limit. For the X± -+ lV)' decay modes, we assumed that the 

couplings of X± to e!J, jl!J and 7'!1 are equal. With the additional assumption 

that M(e) "" M(jl) "" M(T), which is expected in many SUSY models, the ratio 

of branching fractions Br(ev:Y) : Br(J.L0) : Br(n,..Y) can be derived and the 

unknown parameter is the total leptonic branching fraction Br(lii'}i) = 

Br(ev'l) + Br(J.Lv=f) + Br(Tv:Y). which still depends on the mass of scalar 

quarks. For a fixed chargino mass an upper limit on Br(liry) can then be 

calculated from the observed number of acoplanar J.L+J.L- and acoplanar 

e•e- candidates, from the production cross section and from the 

efficiency. The 95 % C.L. contour thus obtained is shown in Figures 2a, 2b 

and 2c, for the case M('i) = 0 GeV, .4 GeV, and 10 GeV, respectively. For the 

case that Br(rP'l) >> Br(,uii')'), Br(eii7), the limits from the search for 

acoplanar tau pairs are indicated separately by the dashed curves in 

Fig.2a, 2b and 2c. 

(Ib) Hadronic modes 

The event sample used in this analysis is basically the same as that used 

in the determination of the total cross section {10>. The initial cuts, which 

were quite loose, essentially required the shower energies in the barrel 

and endcap leadglass to exceed a certain threshold and the number of 

charged tracks from the vertex to be larger than four. No cuts on the 

total visible energy and longitudinal momentum balance were applied at 

this stage. The exact criteria were cuts (1) to (6) gh•en in Ref.lO. :More 

than 50 % of the events are still due to two-photon processes. 

(Ibl) Sdection of events with acoplanar jets 

If both c:ha.rginos decay like X± ~ qq:y, the events will be characterized by 

jets with large acoplanarity. For this reason the criteria chosen were 

similar to those used in the search for the hadronic decay modes of 

non-minimal neulrnl Higgs bosons from vir<.ual zo t::i)_ Only events with a 

large ncoplanarity angle of t.he two jets relative to the e+e- beam direction 

were st:lecl.ed. The exact cuts are given ill Ref.5 (cuts (Bl)-(I34) in lhat 

paper). After the cuts one event survived in the sample at -...Is= 14 GeV and 

none in the olher event samples. As for lhe leplonic channels, modified 

heavy quark nnd zino decay matdx elements were used for the x:t df:cay 

F'or lhe fl·agmentalion of lhe quarks the Lund string model was used (t~J 

The rnoctel pDrarnclers hod been oplimized previously w1lh mull.iiHl.dr:>n 

dalrt (tuJ The applicEition of t.he Lund modd lo the process );1 .... q 1Ck)i is 

(i 



unique and indicat.ed in Figures le and lg. The detection efficiency 

obtained is about 4 % for (1 = 0.8 and rises to 15 % with (1 decreasing lo 0.4, 

where f3 is the velocity of X± in the e+e- C.M. system. The 95 % C.L. upper 

limits on the hadronic branching ratio Br(q1<iz7) were then derived as a 

function of X± mass from the number of candidates. These are also given 

in Figures 2a, 2b and 2c for M(.:Y) = 0 GeV, 4 GeV, and 10 GeV, respectively. 

It is clear from the figures that the investigations of both the leptonic and 

the hadronic channels are necessary to completely exclude X± masses up 

to 22 GeV, independent of the branching ratio. 

(Ib2) Limit from the measurement of total hadronic cross section 

For chargino decay into a low mass photino the final stale is similar to 

that of ordinary mullihadron events unless the missing energy is large. In 

that case limits on X± production can be obtained from a precise 

measurement of the total hadronic cross section. The total hadronic cross 

section relative to the point-like charged fermion cross section, R, has 

been measured previously by the JADE collaboration. For C.M. energies in 

the range from 33.8 to 36.7 GeV the value is 3.99±0.10±0.11 (io), where the 

first error includes both the statistical and point to point systematic error 

and the second one is due to the overall normalization. This value is 

consistent with the standard model prediction. Since in the searches for 

charginos we investigate deviations from the expectation of the standard 

model. we have to consider additional uncertainties, namely those from 

QCD (lws), from t.he electroweak theory (.6.sin2"1.9w·) and QED (orders higher 

than o. 3
). These are summarized in Table 1. The detection efficiency for 

the multihadron selection is about. 70 % for M(J) = 0 and is almost 

insensitive to the ;(± mass up to 23 GeV. For M('l) = 4 GeV, the efficiency is 

about 40 % at M(X±) = 10 GeV, increases with M{)?.J. and reaches 55 % at 

M()?) = 15 GeV. The step in R expected for)(± production from the single 

photon annihilation diagram is ::lR = {3(3-p-:::)/2. By comparing the 

theore!.ical prediction, corrected for the detection efficiency and for Lhe 

lHidronic branching fraction, with the experimental 95 % C.L. limit of .6.R, 

lower tirnits were set. on the chargino mass. In the M(X±)-Br(q 1q2)r) plane 

Lhe contour of lhe 95 % C.L limit is indicated in Fig.la and lb by Lhe 

dashed dotted curve;- for M(Y) "" 0 and = ·+ Ge\i, respectively For M(Y) = 10 

GeV the de! eelion effici€ncy for the multihadron cuts is ll>O small l.o 

obtain a sensible limit.. 

(!f) P hE"a';y, fl. light. 

!f th'? ~:luJr,o is li{!ht.C'r l.h,o,ll the clwrgill<..' <Jrtd Ute sc-;:tlar qur,rk nl<tss i~ 

srnc,il0r tlt<>!l <1 few limes Lhe w± boson !ll<).SS, Lhe decav Jflode .\::: .... t.Jrqd.:. 
vw ,; vi!·ln<d ~;ca\<:11· quat·k. tc; possibll•(l•'tg.ll). Thr: glutno ~ subsc:qtH·nllv 

? 

decaYs into qq:y. Note that we are still discussing lhe case of a heavy D, 

such that the decay X± -+ lD is not open. Due to the large coupling 

strength of the strong interaction, the decay into a gluino is then the 

dominant mode. For scalar quark and lepton masses below 50 GeV its 

branching ratio is close to 100 % and even for masses up to 150 GeV it is 

about 60 % <17>. Hence the most likely scenario is that both charginos 

decay into gluinos. For chargino masses not too close to Ys/2 the final 

stale is then very similar to that of ordinary multihadron events and mass 

limits can be obtained from a precise measurement of the total hadronic 

cross section. Charginos which are produced close to threshold decay 

almost at rest, and hence the events tend to be more spherical. In that 

case this signature can be used to distinguish them from ordinary 

multihadron events. 

(Ill) Limit from the measurement of total hadronic cross section 

The method to obtain the limit by using the total hadronic cross section is 

just the same as we discussed in (Ib2). The detection efficiency for the 

decay X± -+ q 1 Cj_2g -+ q 1 (j_zqCi.Y has been calculated with the Lund modeL The 

two colour singlet strings are stretched between q 1 and q as well as 

between q and q 2 (Fig.li). The fragmentation takes place along these 

strings, similarly to the case of Z -+ qqg. The detection efficiency of pair 

produced charginos decaying like X± -+ q 1q2g is typically larger than 90 'J~. 

At vS = 40 GeV, and for M(g) = 3 GeV and M('l) = 0.5 GeV, it rises from 92 % 

at M(g) = 10 GeV to 98 % at M(i:±) = 18 GeV. By comparing the theoretical 

prediction, corrected for detection efficiency, with the experimental 95 % 

C.L. lirait of .6.R, lower limits were set on the chargino mass. For M(g) = 3 

GeV and M(.Y) = 0.5 GeV, the lower limit for the chargino mass is 16.5 GeV 

which is indicated in Fig.:3b. This limit is insensitive to the gluino mass. 

Keeping the rutio M(g)/M('i) fixed, the limit on the chargino mass changes 

only by 0.1 GeV if the gluino mass is increased to 10 GeV. 

(II2) St:lection of spherical hadronic events 

As mentioned abo\'e, the limit for chargino masses close to the threshold 

(M(\:±) S V'S/2) can be improvect by an investigation of spherical events 

The S!:"lection criteria used, in add1tion to the basic cuts (1) to (6) of Ref.lO, 

were as follows: 

(1) The visible energy of the evettl Evt• was required to sotisfy 

,':_'.,is > ·-../"S/2 

(2) The polnr· nngle of Lhe event thrust. axts had to salcsfy 

lcos1J 1h: < O.l'i5, 
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(3) The variable S' was required to be large; S' > 0.7, where S' = 

(3/2)(1-Q'3 ) with Q'3 being the largest eigenvalue of the modified 

momentum tensor 

T.p ~ (LP<aP<P/Ij3,1)/(Dj3,1), (a,fl ~ x,y,z) 

and the j5;'s are the momenta of charged and neutral particles. 

The modified sphericity S' was empirically found to be more efficient in 

isolating chargino events than the ordinary sphericity. In Fig.3a the 

S'-distribution is shown both for the data with VS > 40 GeV as well as the 

distribution expected by the Lund model in 2nd order QCD. Also indicated 

is the expectation from chargino pair production where both charginos 

decay into q1q2g. As observed in the figure, the contribution of the data in 

the region above S' > 0.7 is small (13 events) and well described by the 

Lund model (11.3::2.1 events). In contrast to this the distribution from 

charginos peaks at high S'. To be on the safe side in obtaining limits, the

se 13 events were nevertheless kept as candidate events and a 95 % C.L. 

upper limit of 20.? events was calculated. For M(g) = 10 GeV and M('l) = 

M(g)/6, the efficiency rises from 10 % at M(X±) = 16 GeV to about 30 % at 

M(X±) = 22 GeV. In Fig.3b the number of events expected for the above 

criteria is given as a function of the chargino mass. From the observed 

number of spherical events the excluded mass region is 13.4 GeV < M(X±) < 
22.6 GeV for the case M(g) = 10 GeV and 15.3 GeV < M(X±) < 22.4 GeV for the 

case M(g) = 3 GeV. Also indicated is the lower limit of 16.5 GeV from the 

measurement of R The combination of both results excludes masses 

below 22A GeV. Note that this result is insensitive to the error in R, since 

the overlap of the excluded regions in Fig.3b is substantial 

(III) D Iighl 

If the masses of the scalar neutrinos V are smaller than M{X±). the 

dominant decay mode is X± .... Iii (se<; Fig.lj) 1. In this case the three body 

decay modes are negligible except when the sc[dar neutrino rnass is close 

Lo t.\10 clwrgino mass. IL has been checked that in !.he mass rE'gion 

excluded by Lhe foJlo·wing analysis Lhe Br(t'V) is essentially tOO%. 

!( lhc scolor lepton T i::: lighter· lh<'ln the dwrgino t.he dcc<:1y ;(t -• T., is, 

Jn principle, ;:,]:-;-o possible However, ~;i11cC> we hnvc pn:viously 

r:xpcrimc>tiLIII:r exc\nded llgl!l T·s 111 H12 l. thio; dec<Jy Jn(Jdf: is nul 

r:o!tsid(·rcd 111 t hi~ onaly:>1~ 
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As before the analysis is based on the pair production of charginos. The 

visible final stale of those reactions is a lepton pair with large 

acoplanarily due to the missing scalar neutrinOs. We limit ourselves to the 

case where both charginos decay into the same leptons: electron pairS , 

muon pairs or tau pairs. The selection criteria were identical to those of 

selection Ia, discussed above. The detection efficiency for those cuts was 

determined by Monte Carlo simulation. For the 2-,u-signature it varies 

from 20 % to 50 % for a chargino mass between 10 and 20 GeV, with M(O) = 5 

GeV. The corresponding numbers for the 2-electron-signature are 8% and 

40 %. The efficiency decreases rapidly as soon as the D mass exceeds 80 % 

of the chargino mass. We assumed that the coupling of X± to eP, JJ.V and TV 

are equal. From the fact that no candidates were observed for either the 

e+e- or the J.L+f .. C case, the excluded region in the M(ii)-M(X±) plane with 95 

% C.L. was obtained and is shown in Fig.4. Essentially chargino masses up 

to 22.6 GeV are excluded for small ii masses (M(D) .:5 10 GeV). The limit 

could not be improved when the limit for the tau mode was combined with 

the result. If the chargino couples mainly to heavy particles, the decay 

mode )(± -+ ;Dr is dominant. For this case the detection efficiency is about 

8 % for M()?) = 10 GeV and M(iir) = 0. The efficiency is larger than that for 

the Tiij case because of the larger visible energy. For the case of a 100 % 

decay branching fraction into the Tiir mode the chargino mass limit was 

obtained as a function of the Dr mass. The 95% C.L. limit is indicated by a 

dashed curve in Fig.4. 

We have also investigated the production ef a single chargino (Fig.1c and 

1d) (a) by searching for events which contain only one electron, which is 

further required to have a large transverse momentum (u). The limits 

obtained from it are, however, fully covered by those obtained from pair 

production process even for the pure wino case. 

(IV) stable X± 

If the )(± were to be the lightest supc:rsymmetric particle, it would be 

stable. A search for heavy stable particles was made in a sample of 

collinear two charged particle events by using the momentum, 

time-of-flight and dE/dx measurements. We applied the same culs as 

those used in our sertrch for Lhe productioll of stable scalar muons. The 

cuts are given in that pap~r (tZJ. A l<)Wer mass limit of 21.1 GeV was 

obtained fot' stable charginos. The Iimil is slightly better· than thal for 

stable scalar muons because of lhe larger cross section aud the weaker 

supression due to the threshold effect. 

The production of char·ginos ilo.s been invcst1gated prcv10usly only for 

lirnilcd cast:s. F'or light scalar neulrino~ the decay T -· V,.i-, 11 is possible 

10 



with an intermediate wino. From an analysis of existing results on the tau 

lifetime and the momentum spectrum of the final state lepton in tau 

decay a wino lower mass limit equal to the w± mass has been derived (ta). 

This limit is valid, however, only for scalar neutrino masses less than 0.7 

GeV. In e+e- annihilations, the MARK-J Collaboration has obtained· wino 

mass limits <19
) similar to ours although their analysis is limited to the 

case of a heavy gluino, and to leptonic final stales only. 

In summary, no evidence has been found for the pair or single production 

of the supersymmetric partners of charged weak bosons. All possible 

decay modes of the chargino were investigated i.e. X± ..... q 1(i2J, X± ..... W)i, X± 
--+ q1(i2~L and X± --+ Pl. Chargino masses up to =22.5 GeV are excluded with 

95% C.L., quite independent of the branching ratio into the various final 

stales. Since we have looked for all the possible modes for the chargino 

decay, we are able to set limits for the chargino masses even if several 

decay channels are open. For example, if scalar leptons, scalar neutrinos 

and scalar quarks are heavy (say 300 GeV) and the gluinos are light (say 10 

GeV), there are three possible decay modes: q 1 qd~. q1<i27 and W7. Since all 

these modes were searched for, we excluded cha1·gino masses up to 

approximately 22.5 GeV, independent of the branching fractions. The only 

case that. cannot be detected in our analysis is thus the case of the 

chargino preferentially decaying into a heavy invisible particle ( photino. 

stable neutral higgsino or scalar neutrino), whose mass is close to the 

chargino mass. In this case most of the energy would be carried by the 

invisible particle and the detection efficiency would then be almost zero. 

For Lhe case of a stable chargino, the 95 % C.L. lower mass limit is 21.1 

GeV. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

FIG. 1 Diagrams for chargino production and decay 

(a) Chargino pair production via a virtual photon in e+e

annihilalion 
(b) Chargino pair production via the exchange of a scalar 

neutrino D., in e+e- annihilation 

(c) and (d) Single chargino production together with 

a scalar neutrino and an electron 

(e) Hadronic decay of chargino into q 1C}27 mediated by w± 
(f) Leplonic decay of chargino into lD'l mediated by w± 
(g) Hadronic decay of chargino into q 1 C}:d mediated by a scalar 

quark q 
{h) Leptonic decay of chargino into IV)' mediated by a scalar 

lepton T 
(i) Hadronic decay of chargino into q 1q2g mediated by a scalar 

quark q with subsequent decay of the gluino g into q<=(Y 
(j) Leptonic decay of chargino into l V 

FIG. 2 Excluded chargino mass as a function of Br(W7) and Br(qrCJ.d) 

with 95% C.L. For the leptonic decay modes, the solid curves 

indicate the limits obtained assuming e/{L/T universality for the 

chargino lepton coupling. The dashed curves indicate the limits for 

Br(TD?) >> Br(eli)'), Br(,uD?). For hadronic decay modes, the solid 

curves indicate the limits obtained from searching for ~vents with 

a large acoplanarity angle and the dashed dotted curves ·indicate 

the limits obtained from R-measuremenl. 

(a) for M(i:) ~ 0 GeV 

(b) for M('Y) ~ 4 GeV 

(c) for M(r) ~ 10 GeV 

F!G. 3 (a) S' distriblllion for the data ·with Vs > 40 GeV after culs (1)-(2) 

The dfl.la points are shown wit.h full circles The solid curve 

indicates t.he prediction of the Lund model in 2nd order QCD The 

shaded histogram is the Monte Carlo prediction for the chargino 

evenls wit.h M{)(±) =- 21 GeV. M(jl) = 10 GeV and M(:Y) = 1 7 GeV. 

nornw.!bed \.o the same luminosity ns lhE' dnla. 

(b) >.Jumber of X± pair events expected. <1fter applying cdl the cuts. 

ns a funcllon of M(X'±) at. several ·/S for M(g) c:c 3 GeV and for M(in 

10 (;~V. Also the lowe1· mass l1tnit. obtained from t.hc 

f(-meo:.:;urernent. is indicalr~d. 

FIG. 4 !~egion in Ute ~1(:;(±)·-M(f:·) plane ex<:loded wilh 95~.:. C.L. for Lhe solid 

curvh> Lll'.:! r.-lwrgtl!u o..:oupling consl;--,rd.s t.o ei'. to 11!J at ttl Lo ri:· wen~ 

I ;-J 

assumed to be equaL The dashed curves indicate the limits for 

Br(Tv) » Br(eD), B1·(1'D). 
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TABLE I 
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